Fort Point Power: Thriving with Water

Fort Point Falls
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During hours of sunshine and off-peak energy demand, the Falls takes advantage
of the unobstructed sky over the Convention Center to generate electricity enough for over 10.5 megawatt hours or 1,400 households - while surplus energy
is used to pump water to a rooftop reservoir and cooling system. Water is released
during hours of peak demand, leading to a hydroelectric spectacle that reminds
viewers of the cycles of variability in energy usage.
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Tidal Canal
Taking advantage of Boston Harbor’s large tidal range, the Fort Point Canal is not
only a focal point of the neighborhood’s public space network, it also produces
tidal energy and stores water during storm events. Passersby become aware of
the usually hidden cycle of the tides.
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As an early public investment in the district,
the 1 Tidal Canal is cut and 2 Fort Point Falls is
constructed, producing solar, hydroelectric, and
tidal energy for the district. 3 New mixed-use
development, built to flood resilient standards
atop elevated plinths that remain dry for all of
the next century, fill in the urban fabric of the
neighborhood. The 4 Channel Pavilions introduce
space for exhibitions and performances, as well as
special events to help generate revenue.
Elevated 5 ‘Catwalks’ add a new level of experience to the district even before streets begin to
flood, increase 6 pedestrian access throughout
the district, 7 continue the Harborwalk, and
maintain neighborhood connectivity. Over time,
as sea levels rise and more streets are inundated,
lower floors are filled, and the Catwalk level
becomes the new entry level. Lost floor area is
transferred to new floors, and flooded streets
become new venues for Fort Point public art.
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B View along Melcher St. canalscape (2100)
A Additional floors enabled by increased F.A.R. allowance overlook B Catwalks
elevated above the 2100 flood elevation, built over C filled basements, allowing
historic buildings to endure. D Canals offer another venue for the display

of public art such as Peter Agoos’ “Tropical Fort Point” (2014), which raised
questions of public open space and sea level rise.

In a series of interviews conducted in 2021, stakeholders reveal how well the Fort Point Power District is actually thriving with water.
Artist
“Fort Point District was missing independent businesses on the street: the grocery, the shoe repair, the Ethiopian restaurant. With those thriving, along with new
pedestrian connections to the waterfront and new canal, it’s reinvigorated the neighborhood. Introducing
more live-work space while maintaining the unique
character of the place was another smart move.”

Developer
“We thought people would leave as flooding increased, but with the first floor buyout program, increased allowable F.A.R., and additional top floors on
existing buildings, this community not only stayed
viable, it’s even more diverse and competitive now.”

Transportation planner
“Maintaining the I-90 tunnel under the site and streets
for trucks from industries like Gilette preserved key
existing transit connections. New interventions such
as surface parking replaced by parking on lower levels
of new development, linkages to the new Silver Line
MBTA stop on Summer Street, and the elevating of
the South Boston Bypass ensure a 22nd century transit
system.”

City government official
“Fort Point managed to not only retain the tax base,
but increase it with new tenancies. A public-private
partnership which puts the sun, tides, and more people to work links to the site’s industrial heritage. It
introduces a scalable model for district energy that
could diversify the market while ensuring stability and
resilience for Boston.”

Solar utilities manager
“If someone told me 10 years ago that Fort Point District would be a hub of development, especially development that doesn’t ignore the waterfront, and remained a productive place, I would’ve been skeptical.
As a South Bostoner, I appreciate that – even with the
effects of climate change – this place will be one to
live and work in for many years.”

